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The theory is prcsenkd for rotational excitation of ‘II molecules by collisions wilh rare gas atoms. It is shown 
that collision dynamics are described by the rwo electronic potential energy surfaces which correlate with the elec 
tronictiy degenerate A components (doublets) in the diatomic molecule. Because the ih degeneracy can alter- 
natively be described as bring in the rotational rather than in the electronic degree of freedom. one can reformulate 
the collision dynamics in terms of a singlec/fective electronic potential which then depends on 9, the angle of rota- 
tion about the diatomic ox&. The form of this UJ dependence is found to be identical to that postulated to explain 
e??perimentd data for collisional transfer of laser-induced fluorescence_ 

1. Introduction 

When an atom collides with a molecule, transla- 

tional energy can be converted into internal energy 
(i.e., rotational, vibrational, or electronic energy) of 
the molecule. By measuring the probability (cross sec- 
tion) for such energy conversion processes one can, 
in principle, obtain information about the intermolec- 
ular forces which act during the collision. In practice, 
however, such studies have been hindered both by 
lack of detailed experimental data and also by inade- 
quacies of the approximate theories used to relate 
cross sections to intermolecular potentials. Recently 
much progress has been made in overcoming the first 
obstacle for the case of electronically excited alkali 
moIecules - NaZ, NaLi, and Liz - in coUisions with 
rare gas atoms [l-8 1. Many accurate cross sections 
have now been measured for collision-induced transi- 
tions between specific fine structure levels (A-dou- 
blets) in the B&l state, revealing interesting and un- 

anticipated results. For example, the probabilities for 
transition between neighboring A components of op- 
posite electronic parity are generally different where- 
as the probabilities for transitions to neighboring com- 
ponents of the same electronic parity are equal within 
experimental error. This leads to the so-called “AJ 
asymmetry” in which the cross section for AJ = +l 
transitions is not equal to AJ= -1, while AJ = ?2 are 
about the same l . 

Progress towards understanding these collision 
processes in terms of intermolecular forces has not 

l Each rotational level in D In state consists of two A compc+ 
nents of opposite parity. For a homonuclear molecule coIli- 
sions can only connect levels with the same parity. Since 
the over$l parity changes with I as (- I)‘it follows that 
AJ= * 1 transitions must change the electronic parity, ie. 
must correspond to transitions behveen different A compo- 
nents. while AI = k2 transitions preserve the symmetry of 
the A components. For heteronudear molecules all coIli- 
sion-induced transitions are permitted. See ref. [ 11. 
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kept pace with the experiments. Using various approx- 
imate scattering formalisms, it has been shown that 
many of the experimental results can be explained in 
terms of potentials which depend not only onP’. the 
distance from the molecular center of mass to the 
projectile, and O’, the angle between P’ and the mo- 
lecular axis, but also on a’, the angle of rotation 
about the molecular axis. (see fig. 1; primes will be 
used to indicate coordinates measured relative to 
molecule-ftxed axes.) The first workers [I] correctly 
realized that a @‘-dependent potential was necessary 
to explain their energy transfer data and suggested 
that such a dependence arises from electronic-rota- 
tional coupling which orients the two A components 
(doublets) differently with respect to rotation of the 
molecule. Subsequently, Bergmann et al. [V] showed 
that the AJ = fl data for Na, could be fit within the 
framework of the Born scattering approximation by 
assuming a @‘dependent potential of the form 
ce2i@ +e-2i*‘); Poppe [lo] pointed out that the AJ 
asymmetry in this formulation arises from quantum 
interference and has no classical analog. Data for 
NaLi has been discussed in this same framework by 
Ottinger [7]. A more exact quantum formulation for 
scattering from this @‘dependent potential has been 
presented by Klar [ 1 l] within the framework of the 
helicity representation (close-coupling). 

All of these theoretical analyses have evaded a 
crucial question: the origin of the @‘-dependent po- 
tential. It should be recalled that ln the fled-nuclei 
(Born-Oppenheimer) approximation the electronic 
hamiltonian is invariant to rotation about the molec- . . ,: 

P ;.: F’ 
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Fig. 1. Nuclear coordinate system used to describe the colli- 

ular axis. The diatomic wavefunctions - artd hence 

their interaction with a projectile -are therefore eK- 
petted to show cylindrical symmetry for excited 
states as well as for closed-shell ground states (where 
such symmetry is taken for granted). This apparent 
conflict can be resolved when one considers that these 
fme structure transitions involve two electronic poten- 
tial energy surfaces so that a desctipticn in terms of 

scattering on a single surface cannot be directly em- 
ployed. indeed the multiple potential nature of the 
problem has been alluded to by Klar [ 111 and, mom 
extensively by Ottinger [7] although neither of these 
authors actually considers scattering on the two po- 
tential surfaces. Using the analogy to collisions be- 
tween “P alkali atoms and noble gas atoms. Bergmanrt 
and Demtrtider [3] have also discussed two electronic 
potentials including a qualitative description of colli- 
sion dynamics on these surfaces. 

In this paper we will develop the scattering formal- 
ism for rotational excitation of ‘U molecules. It will 
be shown that the two A components of each rota- 
tional level can be described alternatively as two elec- 
tronic states or as one electronic state with two rota- 
tional modes. In a similar manner it willbe shown 
that the two electronic potential energy surfaces for 
the collision can be reduced to a single “effective” po- 
tential surface. This is advantageous because methods 
for computing excitation cross sections on single sur- 
faces are relatively well understood compared with 
the multiple surface problem. The *‘dependence of 
the effective potential arises naturally in this formula- 
tion. In essence we are mapping the (discrete) elec- 
tronic degree of freedom onto the (continuous)coor- 
dinate which describes rotation about the internuclear 
axis; in this context we note that the 9’dependence 
will be responsible for transitions between electronic 
Born-Oppenheimer states. 

The effective interaction potential is related in a 
straightforward manner to the two original electronic 
potential energy surfaces. Thus one can obtain the ef- 
fective interaction within the framework of ab tnitio 
calculations which have been extensively developed 
for computing electronic potential energies. The form 
of the @dependence is found to bz identical to that 
assumed in previous studies. 

We will present the quantum scattering formalism 
in section 2 and indicate a naturai expansion solution 
in terms of the correct asymptotic states_ The asymp- 
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totic forms for an atomic projectile and a IfI diatomic 
target will be discussed in section 3. In section 4 the 
interaction potential and matrix elements will be con- 
sidered and it will be shown how these are related to 
electronic potential energy surfaces of the combined 
target-projectile molecule. Finally, in section 5 we 
will make some general comments on approximate 
scattering formalisms which are appropriate to the 
systems for which data is avaiiable. 

2. Scattering theory 

Became the collisions under consideration involve 
more than one electronic state, it is appropriate to use 
a quantum mechanical scattering formalism for which 
we need the hamihonian of the total system - target 
plus projectile. For collisions in which the structural 
identity (i.e., nuclei and number of electrons) of tar- 
get and projectile remains unchanged, it is convenient 
to write the total hamiltoninn (in space-futed coordi- 
nates) as 

3c = 3cA(RA) +Jc,(Rg) + T(P) + Y(R,.R,,P) . (2.1) 

XA(RA) and 3Cn(Rn) are hamiltonians for the sepa- 
rate target and projectile and depend only on their re- 
spective internal (i.e., nuclear and electronic) coordi- 
nates. nf) is the kinetic energy of relative motion 
and depends only on the collision coordinate P, the 
vector from the target center of mass to the projec- 
tile. The interaction potential V depends, in general, 
on the internal coordinates R, and Rg as well as on P 
and becomes negligible for sufficiently large P. 

The quanlum scattering problem, in the time-inde- 
pendent formulation, consists of solving the SchrG- 
dinger equation for the total wavefunction at energy 
E: 

[Jf(RA,Rg,P) - El *(RA,R,J’) = 0 . (2.2) 

Because the system must asymptotically approach 
target and projectile states as P+ -, it is natural to 
expand the total wavefunction as 

‘U$,,R,,P) = c $“@A) $‘(J$&(~) 9 
ii 

(2.3) 

where 

(2-W 

and 

[X7&) -E;] ILi”cR,> = 0 , (2.4b) 

are Schrijdirrger equations for separate target and pro- 
jectile. Information about the collision is then con- 
tamed entire!y in the radial functionsfi,<P)- On substi- 
tuting eqs. (2.1), (2.3), and (2.4) into (2.2) it is appar- 
ent that only the interaction V has off-diagonal ma- 
trix elements and is thus “responsible” for causing 
collision-induced transitions_ 

3. Asymptotic forms 

For an Itomic projectile the internal hamiltonian 
is just the electronic energy 

aC,(R,)=JceB’= ~[jV,z-Z,/ri+,~I/~i-~jl] (3.1) 
i 

where sums are over the electrons in the projectile, B, 
I-i are electron coordinates measured from the nucleus 
and parallel to space-fixed axes, and Zn is the nuclear 
charge. Atomic units* are used here and throughout 
the rest of the paper. The atomic wavefunctions then 
correspond to the usual spectroscopic states. Because 
Jcg is invariant to rotations about the nucleus, angular 
momentum will be a good quantum number. We re- 
strict our attention to rare gas atoms so that electron 
spin and orbital angular momenta are zero in the 
ground state. Consequently we are able to ignore in- 
ternal angular momentum of the projectile. 

The target hamiltonian and wavefunction are more 
complicated than the atomic case since the internal co- 
ordinates include nuclear as well as electronic degrees 
of freedom_ It is convenient to write the hamiltonian 
as the sum of three parts 

JC*=JC;+3C;b+Jf~t, (3.2) 

where 3c”A describes the kinetic energy of the elec- 
trons and the potential energy of the electrons and 
nuclei; 3Egb, the radial motion of the nuclei; and 
JC?‘, the rotational motion of the nuclei. To obtain 
molecular wavefunctions one normally makes the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation of independent 
nuclear and electronic motions (fixed-nuclei approxi- 
mation). Then the total wavefunction is a product 

l 1 au energy = 1 hartree = 27.21 cV. 
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Icy, = G$ri;R) 4zb(R) 9rYR) 3 (3.3) 

where ri are electron coordinates and R is the internu- 
clear coordinate. Upon substituting (3.3) into (3.2) 
and ignoring various nuclear-electronic cross terms, 
the wavefunctions for the different degrees of free- 
dom can be obtained separately. The electronic wave- 
function satisfies a Schrijdinger equation 

( ( 

F ~V~-Z~lri+[‘i,i(~f~+M,)1RI 

- z,/ir, - [nfJ(Ma +nf,)]Rl +ZaZ,/lRI 

+ cI/lri -ril -i?;(R) $z(ri;R) = 0, 
1 I 

(3.4) 
pi 

and is seen to depend parametrically on the intemu- 
clear distance R = R, - R, because of the Coulomb 
interaction between the nuclei a, b of charges Z,. Z, 
and masses M3? Mb and the electrons i, where ri is 
measured with respect to space-fixed axes from the 
molecular center of mass. The vibrational wavefunc- 
tion satisfies the radial Schrijdinger equation 

[ipAV3; +E%R) +EF’(R) - EA] @p(R) = 0 , (3.5) 

where /.rA is the reduced mass of the molecule and 
E?‘(R) represents the centrifugal potential, 

EFf(R) = <g~‘(R)~(R)021~~‘(R)). (3.6) 

Here B(R) = (2pAR2)-‘, and 0 is the rotational angu- 
lar momentum operator of the nuclei, which may be 
expressed in terms of the total angular momentum J, 
the electronic orbital angular momentum L, and the 
electronic spin angular momentum S as 

O=J-L-S. (3.7) 

Molecular electronic wavefunctions (or approxima- 
tions thereto) are generally obtained in a molecule- 
futed (i.e., a rotating) coordinate system with origin 
at the center of mass and, for diatomics, with the z’ 
axis conventionally along the internuclear axis. (We 
will designate rotating, molecule-futed coordinates by 
primes.) The electronic wavefunctions belong to irre- 
ducible representations of the space symmetry group 
of the nuclei - C,, for heteronuclear and D,.+ for 
homonuclear diatomics. Because the molecule does 
not have spherical symmetry, the electronic orbital 

angular momentum cannot be a good quantum nun+ 
ber. However, its projection on the internuclear axis 
is a constant of the motion and is designated by A. 
States with A # 0 are doubly degenerate correspond- 
ing to momentum in opposite senses about the axis. 

It can be shown that the electronic fucctions in rotat- 
ing molecule-futed coordinates have the form [ 121 

9,, -J,,(+J;;r;,e;;lp; -s;; . . ..&~.&.K$/ -Q 

X exp(5&;), (3.53) 

so that the charge distribution can be viewed as a 
“rigid cloud” whose rotation about the internuclear 
axis - and hence the electronic angular momentum - 
is expressed entirely in the factor exp(-*pi). in this 

form it is explicitly clear that, within the fuced-nuclei 
approximation, the electronic wavefunctions have cy- 
lindrical symmetry, changing by at most a phase fac- 
tor under rotation about the axis. 

The vibrational wavefunctions are eigenfunctions 
of a one-dimensional hamiltonian eq. (3.5) and can 
therefore always be obtained, at least numerically. 
Scattering theory for a vibrating rotor is a straightfor- 
ward extension of that for a rigid rotor 113,141. We 
will henceforth simplify our notation 2nd discussion 
by ignoring vibrational transitions and consider only a 
rigid rotor. 

In the presence of electron orbital or spin angular 
momentum, nuclear rotational angular momentum is 
no longer a good quantum number. Therefore, the ro- 
tational wavefunctions, G?‘(R) differ from the elec- 
tronic and vibrational functions in that they do not 
in general satisfy a SchrGdinger equaticn. Irstead one 
chooses representations for GE’(R) which are eigen- 
functions of the most important part of the rotational 
hamiltonian. For singlet molecules CI = J - L SO that 

K:‘(R) = B(R) (J - L)* = B(R) (J* - J;.) 

+W)(J+~_+J_L+) + fB(RW+L_+L_L,) , 
(3.9) 

where I,, = L,,, since 0 is perpendicular to the intcc- 
nuclear axis by deftition. We choose to work in 
Hund’s case (a) where the rotational wavefunctions 
$~&c&) are eigenfunctions of the first term in eq. 
(3.9) and are recognized to be the symmetric top 
wavefunctions with projection M on the space-fwed 
z axis and projection A on the body-fixed z’ axis. 
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(3.10) 

and Ept in eq. (3.6) is given by 

EE!(R) = ($J&3(R) 021$& = B(R) [J(J+ I)-A2], 
(3.1 I) 

where the expectation value of the second term in eq. 
(3.9) vanishes and we neglect the (homogeneous per- 
turbation) contribution from the third term. The 
Euler angles c& which appear in tiJ~r relate space- 
fixed and molecule-fixed axes. The angle y, which 
measures rotation about tire z’ axis is arbitrary for a 
diatomic molecule and we adopt the convention 7 = 0 
[15]. Tire electronic-rotation functions are then 

where we have taken a linear combination of the de- 
generate *A states so that X, also have well defied 
parity. The electronic-rotation wavefunctions must 
have definite parity because the target hamiltonian, 
JCA, is invariant to the inversion of all coordinates 
through the origin. We note that the identity in eq. 
(3.12) allows us to interpret the ?A degeneracy as be- 
ing altematively in either the electronic or the rota- 
tional wavefunction, a point to which we will return 
later. 

We now consider the effect of the two terms in eq. 
(3.9) which were ignored. L+L._ + L-L, is a homo- 
geneous perturbation which can only connect elec- 
tronic states with the same A. Consequently, this has 
the effect of slightly shifting an entire potential ener- 
gy curve, so that it is generally undetectable by spec- 
troscopic means: because no symmetry is changed, it 
will also be unimportant for collision dynamics. The 
heterogeneous perturbation term, J+f,_ + J-L,, 

Which arises from coriolis interaction, is readily seen 
to connect states that differ by one unit in A. For a tl 
state this gives rise to a splitting between A compo- 
nents when account is taken of the interaction with 
neighboring Z states. A X state has definitive parity 
(Z’ or Z-) and the perturbation will connect it with 
only one of the parity components of the A doublet, 
shifting its energy relative to the unaffected compo- 

nent of opposite parity. Like the homogeneous per- 
turbation term, this term does not change the symme- 
try of the electronic-rotational wavefimctions and 
does not therefore signiticantly alter collision dynam- 
ics. The energy splitting caused by this term will, of 
course, affect the coUisional energy transfer; however, 
this splitting is negligible compared with thermal col- 
lision energies, and thus the A splitting can be neg- 
lected. 

We show now that the electron density in the two 
A components forms lobes as noted by Ottinger et al. 
[l]. These lobes are directed along J or perpendicular 
to I, and in both cases perpendicular to the intemucle- 
ar axis in the high J limit (J large compared to A). 
The electron density distribution, when averaged over 
the rotational motion of the nuclei, becomes 

s h&infldflda-- l&12[1 kcos24S(J.~f)], (3.13) 

where 

s(J,nY) = ](u + 1),4n] Jdo jsinfldp 
0 0 

XQ J~(apoP$_t(4JO). (3.14) 

According to the vector model, the angular momen- 
tum J precesses about the space-futed z axis making a 
projection M upon it. For M = 0, J must therefore be 
in the (x,y) plane. However, in the high J limit, J 
must also be perpendicular to the internuclear axis 
and hence must lie in the (a-‘./) plane. Thus J is along 
the line of nodes (i.e., they’ axis) for M = 0. In this 
case S(J,O) = -1 (see appendix) so that eq. (3.13) be- 
comes 

s X:X, sinfidflda - If,12(1 Tcos2rp;) 

- If-J 2 sin29; 

( 1 
coS21pl . 

Since rp’ is measured from the x’ axis and J lies along 
y’ for M = 0, we see from the above that the & charge 
distribution forms lobes directed parallel and perpen- 
dicular to I, respectively. For M = J, I approaches the 
z axis and hence the (y’,z’) plane coincides with the 
(Xv) plane in the limit of high & thus J is along the x’ 
axis. In this case, S(J, J) = J/(J + I) (see appendix) and 
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in the high J limit eq. (3.13) becomes 

(3.16) 

Here again the A, charge distribution forms lobes di- 
rected parallel and perpendicular to J, respectively. 
For intermediate M values, the description of the clas- 
sical motion is more complicated; however, it can be 
shown that eq. (3.13) always reduces to cos*g and 
sinzg distributions where the angle g is measured from 
the precessing J vector. 

This typical situation can be described in an dter- 
nate manner. Bather than consider A, as two differ- 
ently oriented electronic states, we can consider in- 
stead a single electronic function by allowing for rota- 
tion about two orthogonal axes. Thus we will arbi- 
trarily fur the electron lobes along the x’ axis 

x, - f,,,cos Alp; , (3.17) 

and use the near-symmetric top rotational functions 
which describe (in the high J limit) rotation about the 
x’ and y’ axes 

X rot -Q;;*(alcr) “o;;_,(&) - (3.18) 

Thus the total electronic-rotation wavefunctions be- 
come 

x* -f&osAV@~;* w+YP~~;_,w7)l~ 0.1% 
Note that the body-fured axes in eq. (3.17) are not 
identical to our previous definition. but must now be 
chosen along the principal moments of inertia so that 
we may use the rotational wavefunctions for the near- 
symmetric top. We must also then reintroduce y into 
the rotational wavefunction. Eqs. (3.12) and (3.19) 
give two representations, & and X,, for the electronic- 
rotational motion which are equivalent; they give iden- 
identical probability distributions and matrix ele- 
ments. 

4. Interaction potential 

The interaction between target and projectile, V, 
depends in general on the internal coordinates R, 
and R, as well as on the collision coordinate P. Be- 

cause Vhas matrix elements between target and pro- 

jectile functions a common coordinate system is de- 
suable, and, for the systems under consideration, it is 
easiest to use the rotating, molecule-fixed diatomic 
target coordinates (see fig. 1). In thJs frame. the pro- 
jectile is at P’ = (P’.Q’,+‘) where it is apparent that 
P’ = P and that Q’+’ and @b are related by the rota- 
tion R(q3~) which rotates space-fixed into molecule- 
fixed axes [i.e., the Euler angles can be identified with 
those in eq. (3.10)]. 

The largest interactions between a diatomic nole- 
cule and an atom are electrostatic interactions; indeed 
other interactions are not hpoitrint for the systems 
under comsideration. The Coulomb interaction wiil 
have off-diagonal matrix elements to excited electron- 

ic states of both target and projectile, and these will 
depend parametrically on nuclear coordinates. Thus, 
despite the fact thal only single electrouic states of 
target and projectile are oi interest - i.e., we do not 
consider electronically inelastic processes - the coUi- 

sion proceeds through virtual electronic excitations 

of both target and projectile, and these excited states 
must be included in the expansion of the total wave- 
function, eq. (2.3). The problem can be greatly simp!i- 
fied by constructing a potential which acts only in 
the space of the nuclear coordinates but which impli- 
citly accounts for the excited electronic states of tar- 
get and projectile. This is accomplished as usual by a 
unitary transformation on the basis set to diagonalize 
or partially diagonalize the offending operator. A sim- 
ilar approach for atom-atom collisions has been 
named the “perturbed stationary state” (PI’S) meth- 
od [ 161, and we adopt this nomenclature. In this 
treatment 

is just the electronic (Born-Oppenheimer) hamilto- 
nian for the composite A-B “molecule”. Then atps3 
has a complete set of electronic states (potential ener- 
gy surfaces in the space of the nuclear coordinates) 
which spans the same space as the complete sets of 
3Cz and q; indeed these two sets are related by the 
unitary transformation which diagonalizes V. 

As noted in action 2 the interaction can “induce” 
transitions to other states, so that one wants to work 
in a representation in which the initial state is strong- 
ly coupled by V to as few other states as possible; in 
the P!X representation coupling to other electronic 
levels is suppressed. At first glance, it may appear that 
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the Pss representation has suppressed all coupling 
among target levels; this is not so because 3Cfq1(RA) 
is not, in general, diagonal in this repre2;2ntatron and 
wiil cause transitions amongst PSS states. One might 
be tempted to go one step further and rliagonalize 
XA(RA) + 3CB(RB) + V(RA,RB.P) instead of just *he 
electronic parts. The difficulty here is &at this trans- 
formation will introduce complicated coupling terms 
in the kinetic energy operator, T(P). Note that carry- 
ing this process one step further and diagonaliztng the 
total hamiltonian is of course just equivalent to solv- 
ing the scattering problem. The point we are trying to 
make here is that one wants to choose a representa- 
tion for the full hamiltonian which is a compromise 
hctween simplicity of evaluating matrix elements and 
ease of handltng the cotlision dynamics. 

The problem of computing the interaction poten- 
tial is cow reduced to obtaining Born-Oppenheimer 
electronic potential energy surfaces for the triatomic 
molecule, a tractable problem which has been exten- 
sively studied. In discussing these F’SS electronic 
wavefunctions it is convenient to introduce a second 
set of molecule-fixed coordinates, r”. To facilitate 
comparison with the asymptotic states, we choose ir 
to coincide as nearly as possible with r’. Thus we 
choose a common origin and we define the z” axis to 
coincide with the z’ axis; however, we choose atom B 
to lie in the x”z” plane. Thus the PSS coordinates f” 
are obtained from the diatomic coordinates r’ by the 
rotation 9’ about z’ so that 

I+?’ = cp’ + $7” . (4.2) 

The PSS electronic wavefunctions will belong to 
irreducible representations of the space symmetry 
group of the nuclei. Whereas the diatomic target has 
infinitely many planes of symmetry, the triatomic has 
in general only one (C, symmetry group) and this re- 
duction in symmetry will play an important role in 
the scattering dynamics. The PSS wavefunctions can 
be labeled A’ or A” according to whether they are 
even or odd under reflection in the plane of the nu- 
clei (x”z” plane). 

Because collision cross sections refer only to the 
asymptotic behavior of a system, the nature of the 
P!LS electronic states as P’ + 0~ will be important. The 
doubly degenerate diatomic states (A doublets) IIIUS~ 

split under the lower C, symmetry (which has no de- 
generate representations) into states that are even or 

odd with respect to reflection in the x”z” plane 
(which transforms q” to -_9”). The former will corre- 
late with A’ and the latter with A” P!X states. For an 
asymptotic target state with electronic momentum A 
about the diatomic axis, the A’ state must transform 
as cos A$ and the A” state as sin A$‘. This symmetry 
splitting is quite analogous to A-doubling where the 
diatomic symmetry is removed by nuclear rotation 
which also defines a unique plane through the nuclei. 
It is important to note, however, that the A-doublets 
and the PSS asymptotic states refer to sparialfy differ- 
ent planes of symmetry: The PSS state to x”z” and 
the A-doublets to x’z’. These two sets are, of course, 
related by a unitary transformation which depends on 
the relation between r’ and r” coordinares, and it is 

this fact which w;LI lead to an apparent @‘-dependent 
interaction potential. 

As noted, the PSS states asymptotically approach 
diatomic states whose electronic wavefunctions (for 
I,\1 = 1) depend on the azimuthal ande as 

A’-cosq” , 
p’-= 

A I’- sincp” . 
p’-m (4.3) 

On the other hand, the electronic part of the target 
functions has the asymptotic form [eq. (3.8)] 

. , 
Aye’p , A- e+’ . 

p’*W -p,-, (4.4) 

Using the relation between PSS and target coordinates, 
eq. (4.2). it is easy to find a unitary transformation 
between the asymptotic functions in eqs. (4.3) and 
(4.4). viz. 

(l’) = 2-y’:., _ ;;_YJ( ::, ). (4.5) 
- 

In the A, basis, matrix elements of Kpsss are 

~++IJcp&.4+) = Di_fX,,,LA_) = ;(E’+E”) =qe, 
(4.6a) 

(A+IKp& _) = CA _13cpSsL4+)* 

= &-2t@,‘(E’ _ E”) = 42 , (44.6b) 

where Ei. the electronic energy of PSS state A’, is a 
fi~~~tior~ ofp and 8’. We have made an identification 

of these matrix elements with the qx given by Klar 
[l 11, thus specifying an explicit method for obtaining 
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his parameters in terms of the PSS electronic poten- tioa of reformulating the problem in terms of a single 
tial energy surfaces. electronic function, 

We obtain our final expansion wavefunctions E, 
by associating the appropriate rotational functions 
with the A, electronic functions so that we have a ba- 
sis which goes asymptotically to the proper target 
electronic-rotation states. By analogy with eq. (3.12) 
we have 

E* = 2-t’~[~+~~~~(og0)+A_~~~_l(a110)] _ (4.7) 

This transformation is nor identical to that discussed 
by Alar due to the presence of the target rotational 

functions. Matrix elements of KpSS +.3CTAo’ in the E, 
basis are 

2-“*@++A_) =A’cos*‘- A”sin@‘, (4.12) 

with two rotational states. The rotational functions 
are identical to those for the K-doublets of a near- 
symmetric top with A’ = 1. The interaction potential 
in this model is just the electronic energy which is 
readily found to be 

~(p,O’,+‘) = $tA++A_I3$,&+ +A_) 

(4.8a) 

(E,l$~ +q’le,) = ‘$(J,M) (q_* - 42) , (4.8b) 

where S(J,M) is the rotational overlap integral defmed 
in eq. (3.14). 

Although we have identified the matrix elements 
of Klar with the two electronic energy surfaces, it is 
not yet apparent how these are related to “the poten- 
tial . . . in the body-fried system” discussed by him. 
indeed, Klar does not appear to make this connection. 
By analogy with our treatment of the hdoublet elec- 
tronic-rotation functions, &, we now seek an alter- 
nate description, analogous to ‘&, which has a single 
electronic function and two rotational states. We note 
first that the linear combination (A + +A __) asymptot- 
ically approaches cosq’ while (A +- A _) asymptotical- 
ly approaches sinrp’. We thus consider the functions 

Ex=f(A++A_)rCD~h(~)+(D;I;_l(~)l 1 (4.9a) 

EY = f(A +-A _)D;&-&) +rb;;_ l(apr)1 * (4.9b) 

Finally we use the identity 

= i(jj”+r) + &E’-~)(eU@‘+e-2ia’) _ (4.13) 

The Cp’ dependence enters naturaily in this picture 
and is seen to have the form postulated by Bergmann 
et al. [9] to account for the aJ meuy+. 

The above anal YJC hti led to an effective rD’.de- 
pendent potential despite our emphasis on the cylin- 
drical symmetry of the diatomic target. To conclude 
this section we will try to provide some more physical 

insight into the origin of this phenomencn. The cru- 

cial part of the analysis is the separation of rotational 

and electronic motions and the subsequent ability to 
choose a representation for these motions which in- 
volves a single electronic state. Thi! is possible only in 
the high J limit where the A components can be de- 
scribed as electron lobes aligned parallel or perpendlc- 
ular to the nuclear rotation vector, or, alternatively, 
as electron lobes futed in the molecular frame with ro- 

tation parallel or perpendicular to the lobes. In the 
latter picture one expects the interaction wi*h a 
closed-shell atom to depend on 9’, the azimuthal an- 
gle of the projectile relative to the electron lobes; for 
example one expects the interaction to be more repul- 
sive if the projectile approaches in the plane of the 
electron lobes than if the approach is perpendicular to 
this plane. Thus the A” PSS state is expected to be 
energetically lower, in general, than the A’ state. Since 
we have only two electronic “stationary state” poten- 
tial surfaces, we expect the collision to take place 

If we change the overall phase of E,, by n/2 we have 
our desired basis set, 

=* = :~~*~a_)[~~;~(~)~~~~_,(~)] - (4.11) 

We have thus accomplished our desired simplilica- 

t If one ignores e?ccitalion to electronic #_a(.5 of different h. 
the expansion of the ‘n interaction polcntial in spherical 
harmonics Yl,Je.Q) has a range of I values determined by 

tie shape of E’ and E”. but m takes on only the values 0 
and 2. This is in contradistinction to the case of a general 
(near) symmetric top where the range of m as welt as off is 
dor~cdb~Ihem-imcnriarul~~ofthe~or_risl 

surface. (See. e.g_. Verter and Rabitz [ 171.) 
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adiabatically along the lower A” potential surface in 
the absence of nuclear rotation. However, in the rotat- 
ing molecule, Jis firmly oriented relative to the elec- 
tron lobes; as the projectile adiabatically approaches 
it tries to align the electron lobes perpendicular to the 
direction of approach, which is equivalent to exerting 
a torque on J. Thus the projectile does not follow an 
adiabatic surface, but rather forms a diabatic “super- 
position” state which is seen from eq. (4.12) to be 
just the geometric projection of the A’ and A” states 
on the molecule-futed A-doublet lobes (see fig. 2). 
Hence the @‘-dependent effective potential arises 
from the conflict between electronic-rotational cou- 
pling which tries to align the electron lobes relative to 
the space-futed direction of J and interaction with the 
projectile which tries to align the electron lobes rela- 
tive to its direction of approach. 

(b) 

Fig- 2. “Diabatic” superposition state as a projection of sta- 
tionary states on the Adoubiet lobes which are Ilied along 
the x’ axis: (a) projection of the A’ state. 0~) projection of 
the A” state- The internuclear axis is perpendicular to the 
pIme of the figure 

5. Collision dynamics 

The quantum scattering formulation employed in 
the preceeding theoretical development leads natural- 
ly to the close-coupling [ 181 method for collision 
dynamics; indeed eq. (2.1) embodies the basic expan- 
sion technique of close-coupling. Despite recent 
breakthroughs in nume&al techniques for solving the 
close-coupling equations, this method is tractable 
- even with the largest available computers - only 
for collisions which involve less than about a dozen of 
the lowest rotational levels. The available alkali data, 
however, involve rotational 1evelsJ = 10-100, and it 
is not currently possible to perform close-coupling cal- 
culations for such systems. Fortunately, one expects 
other, more approximate techniques to become valid 
for such cases. In this section we will comment brief- 
ly on the suitability of methods which have been em- 
ployed or which might reasonably be employed for 
those systems where data are available. 

A number of proposals have appeared recenUy for 

reducing the dimensionality of computations within 
the close-coupling formulation so that current numer- 
ical techniques could handle a significantly larger 
number of rotational levels [19-211. All of these rely 
on approximate angular momentum coupling to par- 
tially decouple the equations. The utility of such 
methods for the systems under consideration depends 
on the sensitivity of the interesring “propensity rules” 
to these approximations in angular momentum cou- 
pling. Preliminary calculations (on other systems) us. 
ing the method of Rabitz [19] indicate that unaccept- 
able errors may be introduced this way. Although 
these or similar techniques may ultimately prove use- 
ful, it will be necessary to carefully check their v&d- 
ity for the systems of interest. 

One of the most commonly used quantum scatter- 
ing techniques is the Born approximation. Although 
extremely simple, it gives remarkably accurate results 
for some systems. It is particularly useful for we*. 
long-range interactions and also for high collision en- 
ergies. Unfortunately, its validity is at best marginal 
for excitation of alkali molecules at thermal energies. 
On the other hand, being an approximate solution 
- albeit in zeroth order - to the full close-coupling 
equations, the Born approximation is expected to re- 
flect at least the qualitative features of these colli- 
sions. It is not surprising therefore, that Bergmann 
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et al. [9] were able to reproduce many trends in the 
experimental data on the basis of a parameterized 
Born treatment. One does not, however, expect that 
the parameters obtained this way are quantitatively 
related to the actual interaction potential, since they 
must also contain information about higher-order ef- 
fects ignored in the scattering approximation. Indeed, 
Ottinger [7] has indicated that the potential param- 
eters obtained this way do not in fact correspond to 
reasonable potentials. 

At energies where many quantum levels are acces- 
sible, one expects classical mechanics to become a 
valid description. Indeed classical trajectory calcula- 
tions are known to adequately describe many aspects 
of molecular rotational excitation in thermal colli- 
sions. However, such calculations cannot, in general, 
reproduce propensity rules since these reflect quan- 
tum mechanical interference effects [22,23]. This 
fact has been noted by Poppe [lo] in connection with 
alkali diatomic systems. Fortunately, one does not 
have to entirely abandon the simplifications of classi- 
cal mechanics in order to calculate propensity rules- 
&l.her, one can adopt a semi-classical description. 
Miller has discussed a semi-classical treatment wherein 
quantum mechanics is used only to account for inter- 
ference effects between different classical trajectories 
1241. Other semi-classical formalisms are also possible. 
For example, one can treat the relative collision mo- 
tion classically while retaining a purely quantum de- 
scription of the internal target states [25 1. We believe 
the most promising approach for calculating cross 
sections for collision-induced rotation-fine structure 
transitions would be a semi-classical description of the 
collision process. 
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Appendix 

Consider the integral 

S(J,M) = [(U+ jncla jsin,,, 
0 0 

(A.11 

In (A.l) the9 -functions are rotation matrices [26], 
given by 

Q&&$0) = exp(-Mo)d~AL.B), 

with the normalization 

[(U+ 1),4n] Qd. jsinpdp 
0 0 

(A-2) 

The dh(p) are polynomials in powers of sir@/2 and 
cosfl/Z having the form 

c&&3) = [(J+M)! (J- M-)!/(J +N)! (J- N)!]“2 

x (cosp/2)~+~‘+~(sin~/2)2J-*-~f-N ) (A.4) 

where the sum is over all values of S for which the bi- 
nomial coefficients 

(A.51 

lead to non-negative factorials. Substituting (A.4) and 
(A.2) into (A-1) and performing the integration over 
do we obtain 

S(J#M) = [(21+1)/2] [(.I+M)!(/-M)!/(M)! (J- l)!] 

0 (A.6) 

With the help of the identity [27] 

j(coSLV2P (w3/2P sinp d/3 = 2A !B!/(A+B+I)! 
0 (A.7.) 

where A and B are non-negative integers, (A.6) be- 
comes 
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64.8) 

Eq. (A-8) can be evaluated in closed form to give 

(A.91 

For the special case M = J, S(J,J) = J/(-f+ 1); this can 

be obtaixd trivially from ea. (A.81 since the double 

summation reduces to a single term. For the special 
case,M = 0, S(J,O) = -1; this can-be obtained most 
simply by noting that St = --do_ 1 and using the nor- 
malization relation to evaluate eq. (A-1). 
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